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1982 Subaru Brat 
EA81 4” Lift 



Anderson Design 4” Lift Kit 

EASY INSTALL 

This is the kit I got from Patrick over at Anderson Design. All of the parts were raw metal 
and I painted them before installation. All of the hardware was supplied but there were no 
clear directions. So I’m putting these together for Patrick to help anyone else doing their 
EA81. 

This kit was installed in 31/2 hours using basic tools from buy home garage. No special 
tools other than a couple floor jacks and 4 jack stands. I have never done one of these and 
it was very simple and straight forward. If I ever do another one it will probably take half 
that time. 



Rear End 

I did the rear first as it was the easiest. Make sure you support your car/truck with quality 
jack stands or on a lift. Then support the rear differential with your floor jack and remove 
the bolts from the mustache bar and the torsion bar. You need to remove the bolts from 
your shocks next. Then you are ready to lower the rear end. Install the blocks using the 
original bolts you removed. 



Finished Rear End 



Front End 



Once you have the front end safely suspended and the front wheels removed you need to 
disconnect your steering linkage, battery cables if they are too short, the engine torque 
strut and both front brake lines. I didn’t have to replace my radiator hoses. Mine were long 
enough for the drop but you may have to get longer hoses depending on your installation. 

You need to remove the 3 bolts on the radius rod brackets on each side (6 total),  the 2 
bolts on the front cross member (4 total) and the 2 bolts on the strut bearings on the top of 
the strut towers.. 

Lower the engine using your floor jack enough to install all of the blocks and strut towers. 



Once you have everything bolted up, second check your connections and make sure you 
tighten ALL of the bolts. 



Finished Brat 

Enjoy your lifted EA81. Time for new Tires and Wheels. 

Patrick Anderson
Phone: 503-575-0034
Location: Oregon
Web: Andersondesign-fab.com
FB: Facebook.com/adnfab
IG: @anderson_design_fabrication

http://andersondesign-fab.com/
http://facebook.com/adnfab
http://instagram.com/anderson_design_fabrication/

